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some minor differences that rr1av be found 
taken to represent his mature t~ 
\Vere never arran£ed svsten1atica11 

himself had vvritten the diffcre11t groups 
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above -way of speaking, the movement of Plotinus' philosophy is 
an intuitional dialectic, starting with the cognition of sensible 

and rising from their participated beauty to the vision of 
the Ideas, with the aim of penetrating somehow still further to 

Ideas (V.9,1-2). It is de
for its start and its 

himself in 
"to no 

co1ne to 
as nresented in the 

L 

aside the re;:rion of de-
called the 'n1ai~ of · ., ' 

it in a \vay 

it \'>'Ould appear from 
from the passages 

didsion of 

the forn1 of the 
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outside the notion of man uroper. The 
··"~·-·r<led 'as the other principle concerne~t i1~ man, "is most 

aomrnam and is the man himself. If this is the case, it stands in 
as to matter (the body) in so far as it is the form, or as to 

in so far as it is the user; and in each of the tv.,,·o \VR'{S 

soul is himself" ( IV,7,l.22-25). Plotinus puts his finger ve~·y 
on the weak noint of the Aristotelian doctrine that the 
soul is a corpo~eal form and yet a principle of supersensible 

In order to explain intellection, he notes, the Peri
have to introduce what he would like to call a further 
soul, over and above the soul that is a ~~--"~"~' 

themselves bring in another 
which they posit as immortal" (IV,7,8:;.l.5-16). For 
tellectual coanition and for irnmortalitv the · · · 

" required the further 
Plotinus is trying to 
that for the soul "the bodv is an 
the cosmos is for it a ca;,ern and a den" (IV 

in mind the additional Platonic doctrine that 
to body in the course of natural ni>0P,dtv.3 He finds no 

contradiction in this double explanatim , 
Aristotelian Influence. The general background of Plotinus' 

philosophy is therefore unmistakeably Platonic. But an 
unquestionable Aristotelian cast is given the Ideas in relation to 
intelligence, vitally affecting the intimate nature of the very first 
object of the Plotinian intellect. This difference radically changes 
the whole procedure, and makes the thought of Plotinus a new and 
different philosophy. Porphyry had observed: "In his \:v-riting' 
even Aristotle's treatise The Metaphysics has been compressed" 
(Life, 14.4-7). Through intellection, as Aristotle had maintained, 
the knowing subject and the object known are one: "To the ex
tent in which it know·s does the knowing subject-for now earnest 
attention must be given this point-come into unity with the 
thing known" (III,8,6.15-17). This principle is understood as 
identifying the object of intellectual knowledge with the intelli
gence knov.dng it: "If this is the case, the act of contemplation has 

3 For a discus:;ion of this 
the Intelli!lible U1d1Jerse 

see A. H. Annstrong, The Architeeture 
of Plotinus (Cambridge, Eng., 
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to be identical with die 
has to be identical with the 

contemplated, and the intelligence 
of intellection" ( V,3,5.21-2:3). 

is being. Being is therefore 
that identifies it with 

the Plotinian 
\vithin the 

rnind of God-and :not outside it. 
Other Influences. Plotinns 

The 

and 
like Hera-

and in it are all 
and of 

dealt con
he does not seerr1 to have been at 

He takes an exh·emeiv restricted 

that cannot be 
sources, even 

mind as he 

is aroused 
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through sensation, the starting point of philosophy proper is found 
rather in the obiects of intellectual cognition.5 These 
exist within the intelligence, after the fashion of strict Aristotelian 
union between the kr:ovver and the object. The fifth book of the 
fifth Ennead, as its title indicates, undertakes to show· "That the 

are not outside the intelligence 
seeks to establish this doctrine between 

sensation and intellection. Sensation 
outside the 

"to receive. 
that is received from without and that is other than the 
ligence. It bears rather 
intelligence in suite of 
were not 

non-existent, and even 

of being upon the 
render the intelligibles unkno\vn and 

do awav with the intPlHP"enee itself' , 
(V,5,2.1-4). 

The masoning of Plotinus, accordingly, is based upon the teach-
( doxa). That was 

the fundamental Platonic position on human knowledge, and 
could easily be taken for granted in the environment in which he 
was discoursing. However, in order to safeguard trnth in its status 
above sensation and opinion, and to render secure the whole 
order of being, Plotinus teaches diat the objects of 
have to be located within the intelligence itself, and not at all out
side it: "Rather, if both knowledge and truth are to be admitted, 
and beings and die knowledge of each thing's essence upheld, 
... all things have to be placed in the veritable intelligence. For 
in this way it will both know, and know veritably, and will neither 
forget nor go about seeking; and the truth will be in it and it 
will be the abode for beings, and will be living and will be ex
ercising intellection" ( V ,5,2.4-12). 

I<lentitv and Pluralitv. In that union all beings are identified 
with the, intelligence: ~'\Ve have, then. this on~ nature, intelli-

5 En., I,3,4. On this topic, see W. R. Inge, The 
(reprint, 3rd ed., London, etc., 1948), II, 39-64. 

of Plotinus 
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the truth. If so, it is a great god, or rather, 
but deity entire" ( \7,5,:3.1-2). 

the intelligibles remain distinct 
from one another and from the intelligence: "Let 

be the bein£s, and let it co~1tain them all 
but as ~ontaining its own self and 

them. 'All~ are together' there and none the Jess 
ated. For even soul, in having many sciences 
does not have anvthin,r fused 

\Vithout 
vvith it; and fron1 among the 
individual 

can be Ul:'.;!...iU;;:,LLL")ilCU 

with them in the g~nus. 
'Nav in \Yhich Plotinus 

drav.;ing in the 
that keep 

clear of any admixture. 
all 

all as a 

ternuem;e and beine:s is not 
- the sense th~t being 

asserts the 

1952):. 
in the 

than the - world of 
bec0n1e n1er-dy different 
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viev'})Oint intelligence is only second in order: "Since being is 
first, one has to place being first in the order of understanding; 

... and intelligence is second, for it is being's 
( VI,6,8.17-20). In order to be known, things 

of it?" ( V,9,7.16-17). The very nature 
the Ideas or intelligible.s from 

of intel!ection 
would it reach 
of knowledge. 

the role 
thinkin£. 
nevertheless, being and intelli

gence are co-ordinate. The order of being is the order of intelli
gence. True beings are all intelligibles, and are all found in the 

tity that allows them to remain dis-
one another as well as from intellisrence. In 
reaiized the doctrine of 

in on being and that the all forms 
. On account of this identity all the 

. --
are many in one and one in many ( Vl,5,6). Each one is identified 
in the intelligence ;,vith all the others in such a wav that a sufR-

keen vision would perceive everything 'vhatsocvcr in any 
one of the intelli!Zibles: "Besides, every one 

moreover sees all in any other, so that all arc 
evervwhere and every one of them is every one and each is everv 

,; .. . -' 

one, and unlimited is their splendor .... Here, of course, one 
part does not emerge from another part, and each can be only a 
part; but there each always emerges from the whole. and is 
simultaneously individual and whole-it shows itself indeed as 

but to the beholder vvith penetrating sight it is visible as 
whole" (V,8,4.6-24). 

In the same way, every intelligence is identical with and yet 
distinct from the one intelligence. This variety in unity allows the 
intelligible world as well as the sensible universe to be regarded 
as a cosmos: "We consider it, accordingly, an intelligible cosmos, 
since there are also the individual intellectual powers and in
telligences included in it-for it is not one alone, but one and 
manyn ( IV,8,3.8-10). In that way there is an individual intelli
gence for each individual soul, yet an such intelligences form 
one supreme intelligence (IV,:3,5). Absorption in the intelligible 
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things and of indi-
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con1es secondn 
the good that 

kno\V that it is 
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TYrinr•)nfr-_frn-• frorn it C0llle 
sense that it 

order of 
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of presence and union, that may be called vision 
to discursive reasoning ( Vl,9,4). Intellection can rnerely show 
that there has to be a one prior to being; it cannot attain the 
one through any act in its own order. Even when the one is called 
the it is denominated not from anything in itself but from 
what it causes in others: "In it, then, L'iere is no willing of 

but it is above Q°Ood, and it fa crood not for its -own 
"' all able to partake of 1t 

any more- than it could 
will itself. Intellection is essentially a movement towards the 
good, and so cannot be found in it ( \7 ,6,5). But that does not 
mean that the one is ignorant of itself. It is negative even in re

to ignorance. llather, it is of its very nature one \Vith itself 
··~~tuires no intellection to unite it 'IVitb itself: "The 

neither knows, nor has anything that it does not 
it does not need intellec

tion of itself. In fact, being united 'With itself' should not be 
in order that you may keep intact the 'one'" ( VI,9,6.48-

51 ). Even the term "one," when applied to it, is not to be taken 
in any positive sense, but n1erely as a negation, in so far as it 
does avrny with multiplicity: "But perhaps even this name the 
'one' has a negative meaning, in reference to plurality by doing 
away with it. ... If the one-both the name and what is signilied 
-were positive in meaning, it would become less clear than if 
no name were mentioned for it. Perhaps :indeed this name '\Vas 
mentioned in order that the inquirer begin \Vith that which most 
of all is expressive of singleness, and then end in a negation even 
of that. It was asserted as the best adapted to what was under 
discussion: yet not even it is suitable for the manifestation of 
that natur~,; (V,5,6.26-35). Only in this restricted sense may Ploti
nus speak of the first principle as loving itself, seeking itself, and 
producing itself ( VI,8,1:3-15). 

In accordance with the Greek metaphysical tradition that goes 
back to Pannenides, being is kept strictly equated with fonn and 
finitude. It is what can be defined. But its source is bevond the 
whole order of finitude. That source "is necessariiy fom1less. And 
since it is formless, it is not being ( oiisia). Being l~as to be a 'this,' 
and a 'this' is limited .... It is therefore 'beyond being.'" ( V,5,6.4-
11). 
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Emanation. The first 
29E) had stated, without 
realize all the possible 

as the 
would the most 

stay \.\,_ithin 
po\ver-it the po\\ er of 
ciple"? Accordingly, there must 
from it, if ther~ .is indeed to be any 

rea-

from reasoning 
it is called foresight, 

a ~\,;-ise man \Vould have provided in 

from the one 
soc:l to the ntaterial order. \Vhat 

to\vards the one 
'vhile its own self

"For, being per-
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feet by reason of neither seeking anything nor possessing nor 
anything, the one as it were overflowed; and its over

fullness has produced something else. And \Vbat was engendered 
turned round to it and was satisfied to the full and became set in 
its gaze upon itself; and this is intelligence. And on the one 
hand its stabilization upon the one caused the being, and on the 

upon itself caused the intelligence. Since 
it was stabilized upon the one, then, in order that it 
behold, it is rendered si."'Ilultaneously intelligence and 
( V,2,1.7-13). In a corresponding \vay, soul proceeds from 
gence and being: "As the intelligence is like the one, 
produces in like manner, ... :\nd this actuality issuing from 
being (ousia) is the actuality of soul, ... " (V,2,l.14-17). Soul 
in its turn gives rise to the visible world of nature, though now 

a process of motion: "\Vithout any change on the part 
of the intelligence was soul born its likeness; for also without 
any change on the part of its own prior source did the intelligence 
come into being. Soul, however, does not produce without change, 
but in motion it engendered an image .... an image of itself, sense 
and nature, the nature found in the vegetal order" ( V,2,1.17-21). 
The whole process of emanation, however, remains one continu
ous life: "There is, then, as it were a life far extended in length. 
Each part is different from those that follow; yet it i'> a whole 
continuous with itself" ( V,2,2.27-29). The one, intelligence 
(being), and soul were known as the three principal hypostases, 
considered as set and definite stages in the process. 

Soul. The order of being and intelligence was seen to be both 
one and many, after the manner of the unity and multiplicity 
found in genus and species. Similarly, the order of soul is both 
multiple and unitary: "Correspondingly, souls too had to be many 
and one, and the many differing souls had to come from the one 
soul; just as from one race (genus) comes types (species) some 

some worse, some more intellectual, others less actually 
so" ( IV,8,3.10-13). In this fashion the differing capacities of the 
various individual souls are explained. The highest grade is left 
to the universal soul: "If a city, for example were endowed with 
soul, containing other living things within its bounds, the soul 
of the city would be more perfect and more pmverful; yet nothing 
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the other souls too from being of the same nature" 

Besides the function of thinking, soul has also 
matter. In this way it differs from 

the role of 
even 

in the Platonic contrast of sensible and intelligible, soul 
to the higher sphere: "The fonctionine: of the more ra

soul is ind~ed intellection. but not just" intellection. For 
ho\v then \vou1d it differ at all from intelligence? ·Yes, in receiv

it~ which sets in order 

intellectual nature something else, it 
... But on the one hand 

to itself it looks to what comes after 
and rnanages, and rules over if' ( rv, 

order of 
"For life here is in a process of 

) . The ·soul itself 
back to\vards intellcction 

when from 
to 'behold 

bodies to the 
the Platonic tradi
the soul is proven 

Platonic arguments, 
and that it knows 
eternal and more 

that it is not a bodv. 
nor can it be touched. 

shff\vn to,_; fron1 the considerations that follo\v" 

extent of the Plotinian notion 
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,7,10.1-4). All souls, without exception, are therefore im
mortal: "Regarding the soul in other living things-any souls 
faat have fallen so far as to reach the level of bodies of wild 
beasts-these also are necessarilv immortal. And if there is anv 
other tvpe of soul, this too has to' come from no other source tha~ 
the livi~e: nature, since it indeed is the cause of life to 

a;;d the same holds for the soul in plants" ( IV,7 
The necessary process of emanation requires that soul 

produce corporeal nature: "If it is to go forth, it will ene:ender for 
itself place, so also body" ( IV,3,9.22-23). It is by 
alone that the soul produces the entire sensible 

oduction therefore reveal-; itself to us -'----'-- -- ·- ~--~k.'""1 

contemplate, and the 
istence as though falling out of my _ 
Production and action, accordingly, are but a weakened form of 
contemplation: "Everywhere then \vill we find production and 
action either a falling oft of contemplation or a by-product of 
it. ... The duller types of children also bear witness to this. 
As their disposition renders them incapable of studies and con
templation, they are relegated to the crafts and trades" ( III,8,4.39-
47). The visible cosmos has always existed and will exist forever 
( II,1,1; III,2,l). The entire dependence of the sensible universe 
on contemplation makes manifest the doctrine that body is in 
soul, not soul in bodv. Body is contained as \Vell as conserved 
soul: "For it lies in the so~l that sustains it, and in it is nothing 
that does not share in that soul" ( IV,3,9.36-38). 

All things, as has been seen, form one vital process. This allows 
the individual soul to retain and make operative its union with 
everything else: "For the soul is both many things and all 
and the things above and Ll-ie things below, on to life in its en
tirety; and we are each of us an intelligible cosmos, joined by the 
thinas belo\v to this world, but bv the thine:s above. and those 0 / ~ . 

of a cosmos, to the intelligible vvorld" ( III,4,3.21-25). By its 
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in reality back 
Viorld: "For both what is C:urs is 

to the order of being and we ourselves; and we return to it as 
from it we first came. And we know the things there without hav

of them or impressions. But if we knO\v them without 
we know them because we are those 

of veritable 

n1eant to 
the :nature 

Evil and Matter. 
still in the order of the divine 
hnn~P-'\.lF>r is a descent froIT1 the -inr;r0:.1dna devolu-
ti on and deterioration. ~f'he 

that it continue till it 
"Since, then, the 

precess 
opposite of the 

necessar\- in the 
thing that exists} it Yvas 
if anvone shouk1 \vish 

descent 2nd recession fro1n it-that the 
\vhich there was nothing n1ore to be en-

is thisn ( i,o, 1 .

It is like\vise 
does not at all imply that it does not 

in character to the Greek philo
does not at all mean 

\Vhat is other than 
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passive, unsated, absolute destitution; and that these features are 
not accidental to it, but they are as it were its very entity; ... 
and that whatever other things nartake of it and become like to 
it do indeed become evil, but ~re' not of their very essence evil. ... 
And if besides it there is anvthing of evil character, it either has 
evil mixed with it, or througb faci~1g towards e\"il is of evil nature 
or is a productive cause of what is evil" ( I,8,3.12-34). 

Absolute evil, then, is described by Plotinus in the terms that 
Plato used for the receptacle of generation and those mJplied 
Aristotle to the abso1utelv nrirn~rv matter. Evil, accor'clinglv, is .,/ l ,; v .,/ 

necessarily present in the rnatcrial \VOrld: "''The Dab.JIG of bodies, 
in so far as it shares in matter, will be eviL thou£Th not the 
evil" (l,8,'U-2). 

Lapse, Return of Souls. Individual souls become evil 
of their divine origin. This is caused 

decision to be self-sufficient in the \Vorld of change and othen1ess: 
"The source, lndeed, of their eviJ plight is recklessness and becorn

and the primary otherness and the will to belong to themselves. 
all appearance at their independent status, they became 
in the movement proceeding from their own selves; 
the course opposite their true destiny, they brought them-

selves to a state of extreme recession from it. In consequence, 
came to be without knO\vleclge even of their own origin 
( V,1,1.3-8). Individual freedom and responsibility are upheld 
Plotinus in this sphere of moral action: "But each thing has to 
an individual, and there have to be our own actions 
and the Qood and bad actions of each have to proceed from the 

himself. No, the causing at anv rate of evil thin£Ts is 

not to be ascribed to the all" ( III,(4.24-2S). 
The soul, though, never lapses entirely into the not-being that 

is nothing. It can ahvays turn again to the intelligible order and 
through the intelligibles to the one: "For the nature of the 

soul will not reach the point of complete not-being. In going 
downwards it will sink to the level of evil, and in this sense to 
not-being; yet not to what is in every respect not-being. But in 

the opposite course it will come, not to something else, 
but to its own self; and in this \vav. since it is not in anvthing else, 
it will be in nothing at all except i~ its own very self. B~.lt th; 
tion in itself alone and not in being is location in that beyond; 
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were closed by Justinian, and thereby the history of ancient pagan phi-
may be said to have come officially to an end. The philosophical 
was continued by commentators down into the ?diddle Ages. 

In the mcantirne; from the early era of Patristic \.vriting~ a nC\V type of 
thinking was being developed within the framework of 

faith. On account of this 
ferent from that of the pagan 'vorld, it constitutes a long phase of 

thought that is more conveniently treated0 as 1Jart of a 

SO f8-f! lf';:.1 i !v dif-

other than that of ancient \Vestem philos~phy. " 

notion 

F~ETP'"OSPECT 
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aud soul. The Parmeni
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'fDrk~ 19-S.5! 
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different setting from that of Greek philosophy would be required 
to see it in the highest level of being. In this respect as well as in 
the other features of his thought, Plotinus remained \Vithin the 
tradition of his philosophical forbears, and from the viewpoints of 
both time and internal consistency he brought their way of think
ing to its culmination. Contemplation, now raised above the 
hindrances of intellectual duality, remained the supreme 
of human living, while producti~n received a cohere"nt 
tion as a much weaker and lower type of contemplative activity. 
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The oldest source for 
Glaucus of Rhegium, a 
ities he is the closest to 

Apollodorns as stating t1~at Empedocles came to Thurii, a citv on 
gulf of Tarentum, shortly after its foundation (D.L., VIH,52; 

DK, SiA 1). Thurii was founded in 44'1/443 B.C. No details are given 
by which this report might be checked. Apparently on its strength 
Apollodorus (cf. D.L., VIII,74) placed the fioruit of Empedocles in 
the eighty-fourth Olympiad ( 444-441 B.c.). The most trushvorthy 
account of Empedocles' age seems to be the one taken from Aristotle 
by Diogenes (VIII,52; 74), according to which Empedocles was 
sixty when he died. On this basis the dates for Empedocles' life would 
be from about 484 to about 424 B.C., or up to a decade earlier. 

According to the manuscript text of Diogenes Laertius (VIII,67; 
DK, SlA 1), however, the Sicilian historian Timaeus, writing over a 
century later than Glaucus, seems to have recorded that when Acragas 
was being "settled" the descendants of Empedocles' enemies prevented 
his return to the citv. At anv rate, Timaeus stated that Empedocles left 
Sicily and never returned, the manner of his death remainfug unknown 
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